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ABSTRACT: :  The wireless idea of correspondence makes WSNs questionable as any aggressor with 
purpose to take the information can do as such by conveying malevolent nodes in the system. The 
aggressors can do as such by propelling dark opening attack, wormhole attack, flooding attack, dim gap 
attack and so on. Typically, the steering conventions intended to discover most limited way from source to 
goal node. The way length is resolved utilizing bounce consider metric. Out of numerous attacks 
characterized over, the wormhole attack is risky one as it makes a passage by avoiding couple of nodes in 
the middle of them. The passage naturally lessens the jump length in this manner making a short way 
among source and goal node. This paper presents brief study about the plans or procedures identified with 
the identification and counteractive action of the wormhole attacks.. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Wireless Sensor Network is a promising stage for an assortment of utilization zones, for example, natural 
observing, front line observation, and country security areas and it is drawing in numerous analysts to deal 
with different issues identified with this space. The inclusion, availability and vitality related issues are 
significant in WSNs. Be that as it may, WSNs creates the impression that they are more inclined to attacks 
than wired systems. In applications like military, without security, the utilization of Wireless Sensor 
Network in any application would result in lamentable outcomes. The wireless idea of correspondence 
makes wireless sensor systems inconsistent as any attacker with goal to take the information can do as such 
by conveying malevolent nodes in the system. The directing conventions used to discover a course from 
source to goal and after that for exchange of information need safety efforts. So it turns out to be simple for 
the aggressors to attack the system, which should be possible by propelling dark gap attack, wormhole 
attack, flooding attack, Gray opening attack and so forth. Security permits Wireless Sensor Networks to use 
to keep up uprightness of information and accessibility of all messages within the sight of clever enemies. 
The principle goal of privacy and validness is relied upon in sensor systems to safe watchman the data going 
among the nodes of the system or between the sensor nodes and the sink node from exposure. Wormhole 
attack is an incredible danger to sensor systems since, this kind of attack won't require bargaining a 
wireless sensor in the system rather; it could be performed even at the beginning stage during the sensors 
instates to distinguish its neighboring data. The Wormhole attacks are hard to stop since directing data 
given by a sensor node is hard to check. The wormhole attack is conceivable notwithstanding when the 
attacker has not traded off with any hosts nodes and regardless of whether all correspondence gives 
classification and are validated. This paper presents brief review about the plans or systems identified with 
the identification and anticipation of the wormhole attacks in Section II. 
 

II. VARIOUS ATTACKS ON WSN 
Black hole: The attacker node drops every one of the messages it gets from the veritable nodes. 
Selective Forwarding: In a particular sending attack, malicious  nodes could avert sending certain 
messages or even dispose of them; thus, these messages would not engender through the system. 
Sinkhole Attacks: In a sinkhole attack, the objective of the aggressor is to pull in all the traffic to a specific 
zone or the system through a traded off node, by making a sinkhole.  
Sybil Attacks: In a Sybil attack, a node exhibits different characters to the remainder of the nodes. Sybil 
attacks are a risk to topographical steering conventions, since they require the trading of directions for 
proficient parcel steering. In a perfect world, a node just sends a lot of directions, however under a Sybil 
attack, a foe could profess to be in numerous spots on the double or have different characters. 
Hello flood attack: An attacker utilizes powerful transmitter to fool an enormous region of nodes into 
accepting they are neighbors of that transmitting node. In the event that the attacker purposefully 
communicates a bogus better course than the base station, these nodes will transmit through the attacking 
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node, in spite of many being out of radio range as a general rule. The gatecrasher can communicate a 
ground-breaking ad to every one of the nodes in the system and consequently, every node is probably going 
to pick the enemy as the group head. The foe can then specifically advance data to the base-station or adjust 
or dump it.  
Denial of Service (DoS): A Denial of Service attack in sensor systems and systems in sum up characterized 
as any occasion that disposes of the system's ability to play out its ideal capacity. DoS attacks in Wireless 
sensor systems might be done at various layers like the physical, connect, steering and transport layers.  
Wormhole attacks: In Wireless sensor, network when sender node makes an impression on another 
recipient node in the system .Then the accepting node attempts to send the message to its neighboring 
nodes. The neighbor sensor nodes expect that the message was sent by the sender node (this is regularly 
out of range), so they attempts to advance the message to the starting node, however this message never 
comes since it is excessively far away. Attacker can undoubtedly propelled wormhole nodes in WSN with no 
data about the system. Wormhole attack is an incredible danger to sensor systems since, this kind of attack 
won't require trading off a Wireless sensor in the system rather; it could be performed even at the 
beginning stage during the sensors introduces to distinguish its neighboring data. In wormhole attack, 
attacker node catch the bundle starting with one end and sends it then onto the next end node by a passage 
utilizing high transmission control. The Wormhole attacks are extremely hard to stop since directing data 
given by a sensor node is hard to check. The wormhole attack is conceivable notwithstanding when the 
attacker has not bargained with any hosts nodes and regardless of whether all correspondence gives 
secrecy and are validated. There are different methods of attacks to instate this attack and these are High 
Transmission Power, Packet Relay, Out of Band Channel and Packet Encapsulation [19-24]. 
 

III. LITERATURE SURVEY 
Varshaet.al., Presented efficient method to detect a wormhole attack called modified wormhole detection 
AODV protocol (MAODV). Based on number of hops and delay of each node in different paths from source to 
destination wormhole attack is detected. It compares the delay per hop of every node in the normal path 
and a path that is under wormhole attack, finds that delay per hop of a path that is wormhole attack is larger 
in comparison of normal path. Advantages of this method are that it requires no special hardware and it do 
not require positioning system and clock synchronization. Shortcoming is that when all the paths are 
wormhole affected this method does not work well [1]. 
Harleenkaur, Neetu Gupta Proposed technique for protection AODV from wormhole attack in WSN. This 
paper proposed detection and isolation of the wormhole. The methodology is to discover wormhole in the 
route suggest by AODV protocol by using data trackers in which wormhole detection is performed between 
all the possible combination of nodes and decision will be taken on the basis of each and every possible 
combination If wormhole is detected in any of possible combination then whole suggested path is consider 
to be as wormhole effect path elsewhere if all the combination is wormhole free then path is considering to 
be as worm hole free path [2]. 
Nishant Sharma Proposed a Location Based Approach to Prevent Wormhole Attack in Wireless Sensor 
Networks. The proposed scheme detects and further prevents wormhole attack in wireless sensor 
networks. The proposed scheme uses location information of nodes in network and uses Euclidean Distance 
Formula to further detect and prevent wormhole attack and make the communication between sensor 
nodes more secure and reliable [3]. 
S Subhaet.al. Proposed Message Authentication and Wormhole Detection Mechanism in Wireless Sensor 
Network. Proposed system to find the wormhole attack by using the RTT between two successive nodes. 
Then worm hole attack is a malicious node tunnels message received in one part of the network over a low 
latency link and replay them in a different part. Due to the nature of wireless transmission, the attacker can 
create a wormhole even for packets not addressed to itself, since it can overhear them in wireless 
transmission and tunnel them to the colluding attacker at the opposite end of the wormhole [4]. 
Rakhil R..Proposed a new idea for neighbour discovery process by introducing pre handshaking strategy. A 
pre handshaking strategy will analyze the activities of neighbouring node and help to reduce collision 
during data transmission and help to reach each packet to the correct receiver without dropping. The 
wormhole attack is one of the most severe attacks in WANET which can significantly disrupt the 
communications across the network. Moreover, it is a type of replay attack and launched by one or more 
malicious node. The challenges of this attack is hard to defend against and easy to implement. This paper 
presents a novel approach for neighbour discovery and mitigating the effect of wormhole attack. The 
proposed system does not require any special hardware or expensive mechanisms added to the wireless 
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nodes [5]. 
ParmarAmishaet. al., Proposed the techniques dealing with wormhole attack in WSN are surveyed and a 
method is proposed for detection and prevention of wormhole attack. AOMDV (Ad hoc On demand Multi 
path Distance Vector) routing protocol is incorporated into these methods which is based on RTT (Round 
Trip Time) mechanism and other characteristics of wormhole attack. As compared to other solution shown 
in literature, proposed approach looks very promising. NS2 simulator is used to perform all simulation [6]. 
Manish M Patel Proposed two Phase Wormhole Detection Approach for Dynamic Wireless Sensor 
Networks. They assume that a malicious entity can launch many kinds of wormhole attacks. It is able to 
launch high-speed low-latency tunnel. One malicious node records packets at one location and replays them 
to second malicious node at the location which is far away through out of band tunnel. The malicious node 
drops packets without forwarding them to the next node. In such situation, base station is not able to 
receive any information from the target area. The malicious entity can also modify the data packets [7]. 
Manish Patel and Dr. Akshai Aggarwal Proposed a wormhole detection protocol that is based on 
neighbourhood and connectivity information. Performance analysis shows that the proposed approach can 
effectively detect wormhole attack with less storage cost. Proposed method can effectively detect wormhole 
attack in wireless sensor networks. Performance analysis shows that it has good storage cost and it is 
applicable to resource constrained wireless sensor networks [8]. 
Mosmi Tiwari et. al., Proposed Modified Hop Count Analysis Algorithm (MHCAA) for Preventing Wormhole 
Attack in WSN. This paper considers this problem as severe issue an attempt to derive a mechanism to 
detect and prevent wormhole node in mobile ad-hoc networks. The objective of this paper is to study 
various ways to create wormhole attack and develop techniques to detect and prevent wormhole node 
using AODV routing protocol [9]. 
Madhu Sharma et al. The total examination sees that, security dangers catch the parcels as well as corrupt 
system execution. To beat powerlessness issues, work considers wormhole attack as study target and will 
infer component to distinguish and keep versatile systems from security danger. A wormhole attack is 
extremely famous and applies on system layer by focusing on vulnerabilities of directing conventions. The 
entire works consider Ad-hoc On Demand Routing convention and recognize a few vulnerabilities [10].  
Parmar Amish et al. In this paper, the strategies managing wormhole attack in WSN are studied and a 
technique is proposed for identification and counteractive action of wormhole attack. AOMDV (Ad hoc on 
interest Multi path Distance Vector) steering convention is joined into this technique which depends on RTT 
(Round Trip Time) system and different attributes of wormhole attack. When contrasted with other 
networkment appeared in writing, proposed approach looks extremely encouraging. NS2 test system is 
utilized to play out all recreation [11].  
Miss. Supriya Khobragade et al. In wormhole attack, an aggressor node keeps information parcels at one 
area in the Network and forward to another attacker node far away by burrowing, which again 
communicated them into the system locally. The proposed system is a productive location and 
counteractive action strategy called Wormhole Attack Prevention and Detection Using Authentication Based 
Delay per Hop Technique for Wireless Network. Recognition of wormhole attack is finished utilizing number 
of jumps and deferral of every node in various ways accessible in system. The sender node is able to 
recognize the two sorts of wormhole attacks. From quantitative perspective, significant system 
reproductions were directed to approve the proposed plan utilizing a NS2 network test system [12].  
Pratima Sarkar et al. In this paper an endeavour has been made to quantify the execution of Ad-hoc On 
Demand Distance Vector Routing (AODV) convention. Numerous situation of wormhole attack is being 
actualized with shifting number of malicious  node in the system. A reproduction based test has been done 
utilizing NS2 test system for breaking down execution of the system based on three execution lattices 
Throughput, normal End-to-end Delay and Packet Delivery Function regarding expanding number of 
noxious nodes [13].  
M. B. M. Kamel et al. , the creators proposed a safe and trust AODV (STAODV) to alleviate dark opening 
attacks in MANET. In STAODV, every node has trust esteem and a vindictive node table. Each approaching 
bundle has a security esteem, which is utilized to look at its wellbeing status. Limit esteem is predefined to 
decide the answer is sheltered or not. The STAODV inspects each RREP parcel with the networkment 
number and the jump check of a node to goal, and furthermore looks at the wellbeing status of course 
answer. The recognition technique by utilizing networkment number has been proposed in numerous 
papers. The STAODV will be fizzled when attackers collaborate to manufacture counterfeit grouping number 
in course answer message [14].  
B.Cerda et al., The creators proposed the fake treatment parcel convention (PPP) to distinguish dark gap 
attacks and to recognize malevolent switches. In PPP, a confided in source node sends a Phoney information 
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bundle and additionally the fake treatment parcel .The distinction to them is that the fake treatment bundle 
is sent along a foreordained Hamiltonian way and navigates all switches. A noxious node is distinguished on 
the grounds that it perceives the fake treatment bundle as a standard information parcel and drops the 
parcel. Re-enactment results demonstrated that the PPP is equipped for finding malicious  nodes. 
Furthermore, the bigger system scale needs to utilize more fake treatment parcels to discover malicious  
nodes. Last, the scientists did not contrast the PPP networkment and existing plans in reproductions [15].  
S. Sharma et al., The creators proposed the group and notoriety based agreeable noxious node 
identification and expulsion (CRCMD&R) conspire. In CRCMD&R conspire, the bunch head node ID of 
originator field records the group head's ID after it left the originator. In RREP bundle, it records the node 
ID, the following node of the node sent RREP, prime item number, and the bunch head's ID of the node sent 
RREP. Three extra tables are required in CRCMD&R plot, i.e., neighbour, authenticity esteem and notoriety 
level tables. In neighbor table, node ID and group head's ID are recorded in each bunch head. In authenticity 
esteem table, it records node ID, achievement tally, add up to tally and authenticity esteem. The authenticity 
esteem acquired from the achievement check isolated by aggregate tally. In notoriety level table, the 
indiscriminate mode is connected to bunch heads to figure the notoriety. The notoriety esteem is 
determined as the node sent RREP to the following node of the node sent RREP. The notoriety levels are 
grouped into four dimensions, i.e., malicious , suspect, less reliable and dependable. Re-enactment results 
demonstrated that the CRCMD&R conspire beats standard AODV with higher aggregate throughput. Anyway 
the utilized strategies are out-dated that were proposed by different specialists aside from the new thought 
of utilizing bunch system [16].  
M. Rmayti et al. A Mobile A hoc Network (MANET) is a lot of nodes that convey together agreeably utilizing 
the wireless medium, and with no focal organization. Because of its innate open nature and the absence of 
framework, security is a confused issue contrasted with different systems. That is, these systems are 
defenceless against a wide scope of attacks at various system layers. At the system level, malevolent nodes 
can play out a few attacks running from aloof listening stealthily to dynamic meddling. Wormhole is a case 
of extreme attack that has pulled in much consideration as of late. It includes the redirection of traffic 
between two end-nodes through a Wormhole burrow, and controls the directing calculation to give fantasy 
that nodes situated a long way from one another are neighbours. To deal with this issue, we propose a novel 
location model to enable a node to check whether an assumed most limited way contains a Wormhole 
burrow or not. Our methodology depends on the way that the Wormhole burrow lessens essentially the 
length of the ways going through it [17].  
Surinder Singh et al. The wireless sensor organize has gathering of sensors which can detect the 
information and course this information to base station. As there is no physical association among sensor 
and base station the imperative information can be steered without wires. The communicate idea of 
wireless sensor network makes it inclined to security risk to the significant information. The attacker node 
can identify the information by making their very own information accumulation and directing component 
.The quantity of attacks can be conceivable on the system layer. Out of these attacks wormhole is one of the 
significant attack which can change the steering strategy for the entire wireless sensor organize. In this 
attack, the attacker node can control the bundle transmission of entire system and course it to the passage 
of nodes. The significant disadvantage of this attack is to expand the parcel drop and exasperating the 
directing system. Various security methods are produced by the analyst to decrease the parcel drop 
proportion and secure the directing component of the system. Out of every one of these procedures few 
identified with bundle drop proportion are talked about in this paper. The Light weight countermeasure for 
the wormhole attack (LITEWORP) based on Dynamic Source routing (DSR) convention security method, 
Delay per Hop Indication (Delphi) in view of AODV (Avoidance Routing Protocol) Protocol security system 
and MOBIWORP dependent on DSR convention security procedure decrease the bundle misfortune rate 
40%, 43% and 35% separately [18]. 
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